
  

Meta’s Headwinds and Strategic Misalignment Are Not Virtual 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

• Too little too late on revamp of adverting algorithm, poor adaptation to 

Apple's new privacy rules.  
• Significant fall in ARPU, despite increases in ad impressions and 

increases in monthly active users.  

• Expensive barriers for entry for consumers and developers in the 
Metaverse. 

• Headwinds may be difficult to surmount with hiring freeze. 

Investment Thesis 
Meta Platforms (META) is a sale and faces some difficult hurdles. The 

company's attempted pivot to the Metaverse with virtual and augmented 

reality (VR/AR) seems unlikely to be successful. Meta appears to be 

overcharging potential developers to utilize its platform causing limited 

uptake. In addition, the core Facebook business is having difficulty adjusting 

to Apple's new privacy rules. 

The Apple changes amounted to an estimated $10 billion in headwinds for 

FY2022. Profits have fallen and the company has implemented a hiring 

freeze. We believe that Meta has a strategic misalignment, focusing too 

heavily on the Metaverse while ignoring its bread-and-butter advertising 

business which needs a major revamp given Apple's new privacy rules. 

Meta Platforms E2022 E2023 E2024 

Price-to-Sales 3.6 3.2 2.8 

Price-to-Earnings 16.6 15.3 14.6 

EV/EBITDA 7.8 7.2 6.8 

 

Price $168.80  Recent Sale August 1, 2022 
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Factors  
Meta's revenue driver has always been its digital advertising, with nearly 3 

billion daily active users raking nearly $10 each in quarterly ARPU in FY2021. 

However, the cracks showed heavily when Apple announced its intent to 

reduce the amount of personal data companies like Meta could collect on its 

operating system, with Alphabet's Android announcing a similar program not 

soon after. This dropped quarterly ARPU to $7.91 in 1H22 despite reporting 

an increase in users and advertising impressions. It is unlikely to ever return 

to the highs of 4Q21, with the European Digital Markets Act (DMA) and 

American antitrust probes remaining a looming threat. To cut costs, Meta 

implemented a hiring freeze just after 1Q22. In 2Q22, Meta did allocate far 

more money into reforming its algorithm during the massive R&D hike so it 

can build out its advertising system once again, while using less personalized 

data. However, during the conference call the (now former as of August 1st) 

Chief Operating Officer confirmed that the transfer to that low-data method 

of capturing advertising value is still in very early stages. Only around 15% 

of content you see on your Facebook or Instagram feed is curated by an 

algorithm, with the rest coming from people you already interact with and 

follow. That 15% is where Meta makes their money, by showing you 

sponsored content.  

Meta has already spent 16 billion in 2022 (increasing 43%) on research and 

development, with a significant chunk of it going to its Reality Labs segment 

who manages the Metaverse. The has received relatively positive attention 

with the push toward work-from-home but existing virtual reality 

experiences can't really nail a value proposition beyond novelty, making us 

pessimistic that Meta will be any different.  

While the hiring freeze cannot exactly be priced into the headwinds and 

costs it is difficult to ignore the amount of talent poaching that would have 

been required to succeed with the Metaverse and the repositioning of 

advertising toward low-data, let alone the stock-based compensation 

traditionally given out now being significantly reduced in value.   

Presently, Meta charges a reported 47.5% fee on creators selling products or 

services within the Metaverse platform, but still only allow hand selected 

creators to use the sales platform. So far, only 10,000 "Metaverses" have 

been created with only 300,000 monthly active users as reported by The 

Verge in February.  

https://www.businessinsider.com/meta-metaverse-charges-creators-47-percent-sales-fee-cut-zuckerberg-2022-4
https://www.theverge.com/2022/2/17/22939297/meta-social-vr-platform-horizon-300000-users
https://www.theverge.com/2022/2/17/22939297/meta-social-vr-platform-horizon-300000-users
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Given that this platform has a high barrier for entry, requiring a Quest VR 

headset (starting at just over $400), and no way to presently make money – 

it is a vision and risk that is simply too much for the current capacity of 

Meta.  
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Disclaimer and Related Information 
This article is a financial publication and is provided for educational purposes 

only. It is not an investment recommendation nor investment advice. 

It does not take into account your personal circumstance and whether this 

investment is appropriate for you, your objectives, or your risk tolerance. 

Under no circumstance is Building Benjamins LLC responsible for any actions 

that you may take after reading this educational information. Nothing from 

Building Benjamins should be considered personal investment advice. 

Building Benjamins, the website, emails, interviews, social media pages and 

other materials are published by Building Benjamins LLC. Investing, 

particularly stock investing, is risky and may result in losses and sometimes 

loss of your entire investment. Stock investing has company-specific 

operational risks like demand, competition, legal and regulatory, as well as 

broader financial market risks like liquidity, economic cycle, and government 

policy. You may lose money in any stock investment that you make, and you 

are solely responsible for those decisions. 

Mr. Halliburton and/or his family office will have positions in the securities 

discussed in this educational report. Mr. Halliburton is sharing his investment 

knowledge and strategy with you as an educational endeavor. He may 

transact in the security discussed at a later date prior to or without 

notification in this format. This is not investment advice but only a discussion 

of select investments that Mr. Halliburton has made or actions that he has 

taken in his own portfolios. This is an investment blog about Mr. 

Halliburton's portfolio. 

Building Benjamins is an investment newsletter, and the information 

contained cannot be reproduced, copied, or redistributed without the written 

authorization of Building Benjamins LLC. US copyright laws apply. We rely on 

information from sources we believe to be reliable, including the companies 

themselves but cannot guarantee the accuracy of the information that we 

provide. You rely on this information at your own risk and are responsible for 

the verification of the data.  
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